
Home :  

Hair Expert International, are able enough to meet the specific size and textures 

requirements of our domestic and international clients. With our sincere and painstaking efforts, we 

are keeping pace with the new styles and quality. We are known as a leading manufacturer and 

exporter of Natural Colour Hair, Machine Weft Hair, Clip in Hair Extensions, Black Natural Hair, Full 

lace wigs, Lace closures, Lace Frontals, Weave Indian Human Hair, and Indian Hair Extensions. 

These are extensively demand by our valuable clients based in different destinations of the world, 

owing to features such as fine texture, natural appearance and dirt less. Our range of Indian human 

hair finds wide usage in various application areas and sectors. 

 

About Us :  

Since 2012, We are the wholesalers, Manufacturers, processing, distributors, dealers, suppliers of 

human hair having our own processing hair factory in Dhaka. We deal 100% Human Raw Hair temple 

virgin hair in wholesale price machine weft hair extensions, grey hair extensions, natural curly,wavy & 

straight single drawn Raw hair and hair extensions in all natural colours like black, off black brown and 

natural grey Hair dark, medium and white colours. Our Human hair extensions are made by pure 

virgin Remy hair sourced from local &  Indian temples in our human hair factory directly and exported 

the same to various destinations.  

 

As a most successful manufacturer and exporter of the market, we offer superior quality range of 

Indian Human Hair. Our skilled professionals process it by using the best quality human hair procured 

from the reliable sources. During the processing we use organic hair care products to make it look 

radiant. Real Indian Human Hair is highly demanded to make wigs for different hair styling and 

extensions. We are offering it at a competitive price 

 

Products : 

 

As per picture & Details  

 

RAW HAIR COLLECTIONS: We produce the best quality Human Hair from 

pure virgin Local & Indian temple hair sourced from our Original south Indian agents. We can 

supply only virgin temple hair which is naturally cut from the women and manufactured as 

machine weft hair extensions. So it shall not be like Chinese hair thick bottom there shall be only 

little bit thin. Our raw hair is durable and it can be reused for 2-3 year by proper maintenance. 

Our hair has natural textures like straight/curly and wavy in all natural colours and bleached & 

dyed colored hair. 
 

Virgin Human Hair Bundles: Are you looking for a reliable wholesale hair bundles 

vendor? We can guarantee our hair quality and we only offer cuticles aligned hair products. 

Our hair material is from a single donor. All the hair can be returned if you do not satisfied.  



 

Weft Hair : 

Temple Hair : 

Hair Extension: 

Raw Hair Wigs 
 : Get wholesale wigs at a bigger saving! Black Show Hair is a high-quality human hair wigs 

vendor. The collection offered includes 100% virgin human hair lace front wigs, headband 

wigs, full lace wigs, etc. Wholesale wigs are provided in a variety of lengths, colors, and 

densities. 

Are you looking for a reliable wholesale hair bundles vendor? We can guarantee our hair 

quality and we only offer cuticles aligned hair products. Our hair material is from a single 

donor. All the hair can be returned if you do not satisfied.  

 

 

 
  

 


